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He sat in the pizza parlor at a window table and watched snow 

falling on pedestrians who held their collars closed against the wind 

and damp as they passed on the other side of the glass.  None of the 

pedestrians looked up from their discomfort of the biting wind, and 

they wore grim faces of the resolute. 

  

He sighed and took a swig of coffee and grimaced.  It tasted 

about as good as you would expect pizza parlor coffee to taste.  He 

looked around the near empty dining room, which seemed unusual for a 

cold fall afternoon.  Maybe it was because today was a weekday.  Maybe 

it was because there was a new mega grocery store that opened up down 

the street where folks took their visiting relatives to gawk at the 

size and the breadth of offerings, which included a sit-down sushi 

bar, a Chinese and Indian food hot bar, a bakery complete with artisan 

breads and French pastries, a sandwich shop, and a bakery oven pizza 

nook.  Except at the mega grocery, pizza was ready on demand: walk up 

to the bar, select a slab or two from a dizzying array of pies kept 

warm under hot lights and have your pizza in hand in under two 

minutes. 

  

He had been coming to Sal's since he was a little kid, back 

before he had aspirations to cook or to write or the confusing 

competition of the two crafts.  Somewhere along the way, in cooking 

school, the epiphany came:  be a food writer.  No, not in the sense of 

"those who can't, write"  but rather in the sense of those who love 

both enter into a marriage of the two.  He could cook.  Man, could he 

cook, and by rights should have his own string of places, as pitched 

by various would-be investors.  But, the writer's hours were better 

and gave him time in the kitchen to play. 

  

One of his gigs was as a food critic since he was finding some 

success on the blogging and television food competition route.  But, 

the downfall of notoriety was that people recognized him more, which 

thwarted anonymity in his reviews.  Except at Sal's, except at home, 

where he was still just Edna's boy, latchkey kid from upstairs looking 

for pizza scraps after school before doing homework.  A prophet is not 

without honor, except in his hometown….He took another drink of 

coffee. 
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The waitress, a college-age girl, brought over his order on a 

platter filled with enough plates to serve eight people.  She set the 

platter on the table next to his and began to shift the plates one-by-

one to his table.   

 

"Sure you aren't expecting company?" she asked. 

  

     "Not today," he said.  "Is it always like this?  When I was a 

kid, this place was packed after school with kids doing homework or 

just hanging out ruining their appetite for supper." 

  

     She shrugged.  "Always been like this since I started working 

here." 

  

"How long has that been?" 

  

"Three months, since school started." 

  

"You like it here?  Sal treating you okay?" 

  

"Sure.  He's alright.  Acts like my dad sometimes.  But he's 

alright." 

  

"Yeah, I remember."  He smiled at the memory. 

  

"He's not here today." 

  

"Yeah, I know.  He's off on Tuesdays. When does the rush begin?" 

  

She looked back over to the counter where the rest of the help 

tried to not look idle by wiping down counters and  refilling salt and 

pepper shakers. 

  

"You're looking at it.  I kinda wonder if I should be looking for 

another job.  Talk is that maybe Sal is looking to sell." 

  

Yeah, so I've heard, he thought, but just looked at her with a 

blank face and a shrug.  She studied his face with pursed lips. 

  

"Say, why do you look familiar?" 

  

"I get that all the time." 
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"Well enjoy."  She collected the platter with a dubious look and 

moved off toward the counter. 

  

He turned his chair so that his back was to the employees now 

looking in his direction as the waitress leaned over the counter to 

whisper something to them.  He knew she recognized him, but he did not 

want any distractions to his ability to be objective.  He surveyed the 

plates in front of him with their slices of regional pizzas:  

Sicilian-style, Neapolitan-style marinara and margherita, and Lazio-

style romana, viennese, capricciosa, quattro formaggi, blanca, and 

alla casalinga. 

  

He lifted the margherita, his all-time favorite.  Every day after 

school, he would come into the parlor and find himself a booth to sit 

down with his homework and a slice of margherita.   

  

"Tables are for paying customers only," a waitress once said on 

his first visit after he and his newly, and bitterly, divorced mom 

moved in upstairs.  He had sat down and said he just wanted a water. 

  

"He isn't a customer," Sal had interjected, appearing from out of 

nowhere.  "He's family, here to do his homework and study and make 

something of himself in the world." 

  

Sal had set a margherita slice on the table and shooed the 

waitress away, but not before telling her to bring a glass of milk.   

Most striking was not Sal's corded forearms or the way his eyebrows 

grew in bushy disarray, it was his uniform of choice: a crisp button-

down shirt rolled to the sleeves and dress slacks which he wore every 

day even though he rolled out dough and slung sauce.  "Clothes make 

the man," he would say, "or give you the backbone to stand up straight 

on the days the world tries to sit on your back." 

  

"Eat. Eat," Sal had said to the perplexed lad.   

  

"I can't pay," the boy had said. 

  

"Then consider it part of your education."  And Sal had thumped 

him on the shoulder and started to walk away.  "I'll be back when you 

finish and expect you to tell me five things about that slice." 

  

And as he now prepared to take a bite, he smiled at the memory 

and also at just how right Sal had been to stay connected to his past 
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and tradition, something he found out in cooking school when he did an 

internship in Naples, Italy.  And he wondered about those folks 

rushing about the mega grocery store, grabbing slices of pizza and 

wolfing it down on the run because what mattered was not taste, but 

eking out more experiences in an over-scheduled day.  

 

“Dogs never savor, never taste their food.  They eat like it is 

their last meal,” Sal had said once when he caught the lad eating 

particularly fast on a day his mom forgot to pack his lunch and give 

him lunch money.  “Slow down, my friend, and eat.” 

  

He took a bite of the margherita and there it was again, the rush 

to the senses.  First, the oaky fragrance of wood smoke wafted to his 

nose, followed by the crispy and tender mouth feel of the crust.  

Then, he tasted the flavor parade: the tang of San Marzano tomatoes 

tempered by fruity olive oil, creamy-chewy fresh buffalo mozzarella, 

and herby basil grown in Sal’s garden behind the parlor.   And there 

it was again, the memory of Sal nodding, trying to hide his pleasure 

as the lad described the same sensations, but in halting, unsure boy-

speech.  Sal only said, "Go on.  Tell me more." 

  

He knew what he would write, the truth, about a pizza place that 

was more than just a joint to sling down your backpack after a day at 

school.  He would write about lost traditions of crafting food, like 

Sal’s pizza that appeared simple to the untrained eye and was 

ignorantly lumped into the cliché of delivery-in-thirty-minutes pies 

that were made with mass-produced ingredients and tasted like salted 

cardboard.  He would write about a man who used food for more than 

earning a buck, but for its intended purposes of nourishing the body 

and soul, of bringing people together, and of savoring togetherness.  

He would tell the truth and hope that it was enough. 

 


